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POH Mobile Display Specifications 

POH TRAILER SPECIFICATIONS: 
 

To better assist you in planning your event, we are pleased to provide the following information concerning the 
POH Mobile Display Trailer.   
 
As you can see, this trailer is specialized for the type of tour requirements that we have.  It affords us the 
opportunity to display the mural to thousands of people.  The rendering below do not represent the stairs that will 
allow people to stand on the platform and get a closer view of the mural.  This may not always be feasible for each 
event but it is possible. 

 
CONCEPT RENDERINGS OF POH TRAILER (subject to modification) 
 
Trailer in the Closed (Highway) Position 

 
 
Trailer in the Open (Display) Position* 

 
*this image doesn’t show the stairs that will 

come out off the front of the stage 



 
SIZE SPECIFICATIONS: 

Length:   53’  (636”) 
Clearance Height: 13’ 6” (156”) 

Width (Highway Position):   8’ 6.5” (102.5”) 
Width (Display Position): 18’ (216”) 

  
 

You should allow for an area of 55’ length x 20’ width to accommodate the trailer.  We also request 12’ x 12’ of 
space near the trailer to allow for the merchandise sales area. 

 
POWER REQUIREMENTS: 

The trailer has full electrical lighting to illuminate the mural. 
 
The trailer has an onboard 22.5KW generator.  This can be used in cases where no AC power is available.   
Wherever possible, the trailer should be plugged into land power.  It requires a normal 110V (15AMP) power plugin 
(typical wall plug).  A second plugin rated on a second circuit would be beneficial but not an absolute requirement. 

 
 SOUND SYSTEM: 

Once lowered, the hydraulic stage can also be used as a platform from which you can host your ceremony or event.  
Our trailer will come with a podium and sound system that you can use.  The sound system will work for a crowd of 
up to 200 people.  For larger events you will require larger speakers and a more powerful sound system. 
 

VIDEO PLAYBACK: 
The trailer does not have any video playback or projection capabilities at this time. 
 

 
If you have questions or concerns please email sean@portraitsofhonour.ca 
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